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down at the end of the road.Email this article to a friend You've been kicked off the Fed's rate-
setting panel - again This story was originally published on Mon., May 22, 2013. It has been
updated. WASHINGTON — The Federal Reserve will need to wait at least two years before it
can begin making routine reductions in its $85-billion-a-month bond-buying program, and it
could take until 2014 to see what happens to the nation's economic recovery once the asset

purchases end, the chairman of the central bank's policy-setting panel said on Monday.
Chairman Ben Bernanke said that policy makers will have to review their "likely near-term
path for the economic recovery" before deciding whether the purchases are still needed as

the labor market strengthens and inflation picks up. He gave no signal that the Fed will start
to withdraw its bond purchases once it exhausts that review. The Fed has pursued

quantitative easing, or buying bonds to lower long-term interest rates and drive up spending
and hiring, since the financial crisis nine years ago. The program began when Bernanke

succeeded Alan Greenspan, and has grown to $85 billion a month from $50 billion. Mortgage
rates have fallen and the stock market has rallied, which has deepened the recovery but also
increased pressure to begin winding down the program. Some Fed officials want to end the

bond purchases next year, while others have argued for a longer time frame. Earlier this year,
long-time critics of the program, including former Fed governors Jeremy C. Stein and Kevin

Warsh, said they wanted to begin the unwinding as soon as
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messages. A function can only output something. You don't put output in the function! It's just
output from the function. The get_user_agent function returns a string. You have to put it

somewhere, like a function parameter: user_agent = get_user_agent() user_agent = "Mozilla"
If you put this in a function, the caller can use it. A function call returns None. If you put the

None somewhere, then the caller can use it. Let me give you some examples: def
do_something(user_agent): # `user_agent` is a parameter here return "foo" def

some_other_function(): # What is `user_agent`? user_agent = get_user_agent() if user_agent
== "Mozilla": return "bar" else: return "baz" You always need to output something. You put it
inside a function, the callers can use it. While you just return a string: you can output it at the

caller end with functions like print, or by returning it. Returning the None explicitly isn't
needed in your examples, because the return is implicit. E.g. user_agent = get_user_agent()
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à¤¸à¤¾à¤¾à¤«à¥�à¤®à¥¤ Gaja Mulanke Nave Marathi Mulanchi Taratarini. 12 Feb 2015.
This is our first name guide to Marathi Babies. The meanings of each name is given below..

The meaning of the first name. The actual name of the baby will be Somnath Antaje. 13.
Adhirohah, One seated therein. 14. adhivaktA, Speaks in favour of devotees. 15.
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